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The simple, science-based, “forever! (Vogue) diet that promotes effortless weight loss and peak
wellness—compiled by two Harvard scientists.In Perfect Health Diet, Paul and Shou-Ching Jaminet
explain in layman’and feel—porting healthy immune function. Perfect Health Diet plan makes
weight loss effortless with a clear, balanced, and scientifically established plan to change the
way you eat— They show how toxic, nutrient-poor diet plans sabotage health, and how on a
healthy diet plan, diseases frequently spontaneously resolve.s terms how anyone may regain
health insurance and lose weight by optimizing diet, detoxifying the diet, and supPaleo
perfected”
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Total Game Changer Holy crap, this book is a total video game changer.I have been following
various health and fitness experts through the years, and also have spent more time reading
and researching how exactly to be healthy and experience better than I could ever count.)This
brings my total loss in near ten pounds in one month! This book certainly deserves much more
interest than I'm sure it offers received and transcends the majority of the trendy diet books for
me.The writing style is engaging and readable for such a deep, well researched book. So
simple, yet I'm uncertain I had quite heard that before. You can tell the authors have put a
whole lot of blood, sweat, tears, and study into this book.! Fourteen days later, my mother has
began chemo and the doctors possess told us "she's doing great with the chemo" and her
"body is certainly responding really well. It answered many queries for me rather than simple
infographics with rules. She has adequate energy (for someone going right through chemo)
and a big reason for that is PHD.As a bi-product of food preparation PHD friendly foods for my
mom, I've actually shed about ten pounds in the last couple of weeks and have noticed my
energy and rest patterns improve aswell.I highly recommend this reserve to anyone that is
serious about making meaningful changes with their diet and general health. Also be sure to
browse the authors' website, there exists a ton of great (free) content and helpful assets. Ten
Pounds Shed in Four-Weeks! Feeling Great!! Week 4 PHD Revise: Success!!!Another half pound
bites the dust woot woot! I read and adopted the Jaminet's initial self-published reserve, and
continued to understand and improve my health insurance and my husband's health. This might
not sound like too much to many people, but I don't possess a ton of weight to lose, and I've
NEVER dropped weight as painlessly and naturally as I've on this program!I can absolutely do
this plan for life and never feel deprived. I still possess not really counted one calorie, nor
possess I felt starving once, despite the fact that I'm Intermittent Fasting 16 hours each day!
Two Stars Ok Well researched publication and it functions!Finally, a book that places it all
together!My mom was identified as having stage 4 cancers (lymphoma) a couple weeks ago,
that was my main inspiration for buying the book. At 61, Personally i think better than I did at
55!.!In my first-third week updates, I shared how I am getting up even more refreshed, and
clearer headed, have more energy during the day, and may handle stress better (fewer things
"get" if you ask me). For those who want the benefits of a more healthful diet but are not
thinking about the science, this specific book might not be very helpful. Though he's lost no
weight, his waistline is offers trimmed down (his jeans are looser), his chest is getting more solid,
etc. Excess weight loss is undoubtedly a nice side-effect and I am pleased with that result as
well! He's not intermittent fasting. This book is bad science and contradicts everything scientific
studies show about health I generally don't pay much attention to diet books, because they
are so contradictory, but close friends have been thinking about paleo, the China study, and
the perfect health diet. He includes a renewed feeling of wellness and once was getting
stiffness in his joints which includes nearly disappeared!One thing to notice: I've skilled some
headaches this past week, especially when I wake up. I'm not susceptible to head aches and
am wanting to know if other people experienced these?I'm assuming they are from either:1).
Thanks for posting!2). An launch of something in my own new grain-free way of eating that I
may have got an allergy to (possibly coconut flour??)3). I'm not drinking more than enough
fluids ... which isn't most likely b/c I drink water and herbal teas all day long.What I intend to do:
I'll wait yet another week to see if they go away on heir own. If not really, I'll begin logging
what I consume (urrrg) to see easily can pinpoint any patterns.All-in-all, we're both extremely
pleased with the continued improvements we're experiencing!! What a joke. Herbal teas are
often diuretic (promoting urination) therefore they may actually impair hydration status.That



says a whole lot for a female who works regular and has usually enjoyed cooking, but seldom
liked to bake! :DANOTHER In addition, is that the author, Paul Jaminet is incredibly responsive
to questions! Just what a rare gift from an author!!Response from Paul Jaminet via Great Health
Diet FB Web page:Hello there [Roze]; I am not really wholly well yet, but attended considerably
since I started this diet early in 2011. Try adding potassium-rich vegetables to your daily diet
(tomatoes, potatoes, others), adding salt, and drinking more water.! A naturally-happening
detox, that will dissipate on its own.? As weight loss had not been necessary, I continued to
find a diet targeted at excellent health."I believe a big reason for this is the PHD diet she's
been on. It isn't light reading and not a traditional diet/cookbook but it is an excellent
reference if you would like the details about what you are consuming and and what you ought
to be consuming for better health. This is a good book for anyone who would like to
understand the dietary needs of the human body and how to meet those requirements with
diet. But all of sudden I kept coming across this publication or Paul Jaminet somewhere on a
blog, podcast, or other book. Overall, though, this is the best consumer publication on nutrition
that I've found. All claims are backed up with references to research, and the authors are
careful to say "probably" when it might be impossible to verify something about prehistoric diet
programs or health conditions.My husband, who doesn't have to lose weight, is definitely
trimming up. Outstanding I've been following the Perfect Health Diet since I first found out it
through Paul's blog page at [.. Bottoms up! Has he ever struggled with meals addiction? To me
this reserve was an easy read, and I come back to it often for a few of the recipes, or just to
refresh my memory space on certain nutrients. At the time I was a vegan.. I appreciated the
idea made that a certain nutrient, meals, vitamin, etc can be both Healthful and Toxic, it just
depends upon the dose. Finally here is a publication that looks at all of the food we have on
the market and explains the research of the food. That is when I happened on Paul Jaminet's
scholarly, but kind and caring blog page. Jaminet allow science lead him and happened to
make a diet that is normally very reasonable, natural, and delicious besides becoming
healthful.! I was also very happy to find Paul experienced access to analysis that I as a layman
don't have, because of his wife's work as a cancers researcher.It takes years to be ill. Likewise,
it can take years to be well. The head aches are probably due to dehydration from lack of
electrolytes.! This book is usually a continuation of my journey. I feel this is a healthy,
sustainable, permanent, weight loss. And that's saying a great deal! Very beneficial reference
and appeals to my science oriented thought process I came across this book a few years ago
simply because a reference within Primal Endurance I think. I believe the contents could
possibly be organized better, such as looking for specific recommendations for the basic diet
vs a ketogenic edition is not obvious. I really appreciated the format and logical transitioning
throughout the book. I was searching for a means to improve my failing wellness.First, I started
with the Atkins diet plan, and saw amazing outcomes in how I felt. Right from the get-go you
will discover recommendations that you can easily put into action right away. I believed some
the data tables were very beneficial, like the fructose quantities in certain fruits as well as the
omega 6 omega 3 PUFAs table for fat, nuts, seafood, and meats. I was so impressed how well
PHD tied together all of the various schools of thought I've read over the years, right into a
simple, actionable plan. Great product I've read a lot of paleo books. This one is my
preferred.What's more, I'm becoming a grain-free of charge baker for the first time ever, which
includes actually been lots of fun and offers seen even more successes than failures! I am so
completely happy with this!. This book is extremely difficult to dissect the info, and not an easy
diet to check out. Caveat, I've not read this publication. There one small page in the trunk that



gives 1 day of a meal plan. I had to learn through each chapter’a summary section merely to
try and figure out what exactly I should be eating and even that doesn’t make it super clear. I
also disagree with the section that discusses adding in starches like Udis pizza or tapioca, rice
flour and white rice and ice cream?!? He also suggest MODERATE drinking of alcohol, like three
eyeglasses a day! great information Most books about Paleo diet plan are repetitive.!?. I am
on a keto diet, and for the 1st time in my life, I could finally say that I have control over what I
consume. If I would consume the starches he is suggesting, I'd be back to where I started from.
Food addicted. His suggestions are to consume four fist sized servings of potatoes or rice
each day! I, too, try to read as much scientific study about health and nutrition as I can, but
my time is bound. Has he ever examined his blood sugars after consuming those amounts?]. I
highly doubt it. Save yourself enough time and money, don’t buy this book.The best part is,
how he's feeling total! High degrees of TMAO are highly connected with cardio-vascular
disease and loss of life. As a result I have been doing substantial reading about these diet
plans. That reading led me investigate scientific studies about the microbiome. As it happens
that the fitness of our gut bacterias is critically important to our health and wellness. Recent
research have determined that our great bugs convert choline, betaine and carnitine
(compounds found in red meat and milk products) into TMAO, a a small colorless amine oxide.
These are clever people who don't have the knowledge to assess the credibility of so-known
as scientific research. I know that correlation may not be causation, but it may be. That
research confirms how many other research have found makes it more instead of less credible.
First off, It’s not clearly defined at the beginning or end on what you ought to be eating. What
I've done is taken an excellent look at the authors' site and at summaries of their suggestions.
Predicated on other reading I've already done, I am extremely suspicious that they are
recommending an extremely unhealthy diet. Have to get my money back I thought I was getting
a book not a digital order! Stupidest Book Ever Returned it. The dietary plan is based on
evolution which is the biggest lie ever pushed on humanity.. With my health continuing to
decrease hill, I made a decision to do the opposite. (Generally I eat all my meals between
11a-7p every day. I actually am a nutritional anthropologist and also have browse and
verified citations in this and other diet plan books. This is the only book I have read that uses
sound, reliable data sources to support its assertions. Various other books that declare to use
technology twist it somehow to aid a pre-determined hypothesis, like to support getting vegan,
and they can blame the average person when the diet eventually fails for carrying it out
wrong. Dr. His academic approach appealed to me. I've the paperback, in fact it is tiny
printing on low quality paper.He has just trim out grains/legumes and has not changed his
regimen (which is naturally active), yet is experiencing these surprising improvements!
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